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GERMANY IMPORTS MUSLIM RAPE EPIDEMIC

September 29, 2015 – San Francisco, CA – PipeLineNews.org – As we have written on numerous occasions, Europe is being overwhelmed by a [yet-to-be-armed] Muslim expeditionary force intent upon colonization, claiming it in the name of Allah.

Thanks to our friends at the Gatestone Institute we now have some of the details of the huge increase in rapes, taking place in EU countries which have allowed entree to the Muslim hordes, none of which should be of surprise to regular readers of this news website.

“A growing number of women and young girls housed in refugee shelters in Germany are being raped, sexually assaulted and even forced into prostitution by male asylum seekers, according to German social work organizations with first-hand knowledge of the situation.

Many of the rapes are occurring in mixed-gender shelters, where, due to a lack of space, German authorities are forcing thousands of male and female migrants to share the same sleeping areas and restroom facilities.

Conditions for women and girls at some shelters are so perilous that females are being described as "wild game" fighting off Muslim male predators. But many victims, fearing reprisals, are keeping silent, social workers say.” [source, Soern Kern, Germany: Migrant Rape Epidemic, Gatestone Institute]

The MSM has been working day and night to prevent the real news about the Muslim invasion of Europe from being published, but the brutal criminality of the squatters is so omnipresent that news is leaking out despite its best efforts to contain it.

Perhaps the best example of this was the Jake Tapper interrogation disguised as an interview which took place last weekend where Tappster tried to convict Dr. Ben Carson of anti-Muslim bigotry only to have the candidate dissect him like a lab rat.

To its great displeasure, what the media is finding out is that the Muslim interlopers across Europe are behaving with such callous disregard for Western norms that the story has become impossible to contain.
ASLEEP AT THE SWITCH, AGAIN: OBAMA MALFEASANCE GIVES TALIBAN HISTORIC WIN

September 28, 2015 – San Francisco, CA – PipeLineNews.org – Under President Obama’s less than watchful eyes, the Taliban – which had been decimated by his predecessor – has just reasserted itself in a major way, seizing Kunduz city, Afghanistan as well as several surrounding villages in a move that is sending shock waves through the national security community.

Kunduz is the provincial capital of the northern province of Kunduz and one of the largest in Afghanistan.

The city had been under siege [though it has been threatened for more than a year] throughout the summer and somewhat of a stalemate was thought to have been established before resistance evaporated overnight. Mr. Obama had months to provide the supplies, personnel and logistics necessary to break the siege but did absolutely nothing.

It’s not as if it was a secret that Kunduz was on the verge of falling, even ex-State Department contractors were aware of the crisis, the following was penned in August by such a person, a “rule of law advisor” for the administration who had been stationed in Kunduz.

“Though over 7,000 miles away and safely back in the U.S., I can hear the cries from Kunduz. They are the desperate calls for help from the Afghan staff I left behind…Three years ago I was in Kunduz as part of a U.S. State Department-funded rule of law program. We employed a dozen Afghans as legal experts, translators, administrative staff and security officers…Even back then, my local staff complained of death threats, manifested in the forms of phone calls, text messages, and in-person warnings from insurgents who had observed them working with the Americans, the ‘infidels.’” [source, Jade Wu [fictional, name withheld for security reasons, *The Cry From Kunduz*, The Hill]

The fall of this major city poses great risk for the future of Afghanistan. Throughout his presidency Mr. Obama has ignored the conflict in the country which dragged the U.S. into two major Middle East wars due to it having served as the base for bin-Laden pre 9/11.

A year ago NATO forces [read the U.S. military] “handed” over the responsibility for security in the country to the Afghans, ignoring warnings from many sectors that even at the time of the transition security was deteriorating.

The following was written a year ago and published by the New York Times and its predictions have unfortunately proven prescient.
“The last time Afghans in the northern province of Kunduz felt so threatened by the Taliban was in 2009…Now the Taliban are back, but the cavalry will not be coming. With just two months left before the formal end of the 13-year international combat mission, Western officials insist that the Afghan security forces have managed to contain the Taliban’s offensives on their own. But the insurgents’ alarming gains in Kunduz in recent weeks present a different picture…” [source, Azam Ahmed, Taliban Are Rising Again In Northern Afghanistan]

It’s obvious that the administration sees what is transpiring in “pacified” Afghanistan and within dozens of other jihadist insurgencies around the globe, but is merely hoping to run out the clock. The calculus of letting the next administration deal with problems of his creation might be less than clever however as things are falling so quickly that Obama might be forced to act to at least forestall the inevitable collapse of the Afghan civil government.

When the Taliban again takes control there will be a bloodbath of disastrous proportions as those who “collaborated with the enemy” will face a level of vengeance that few outside the Middle East can even imagine.

If Obama refuses to fight in Afghanistan, all U.S. troops should immediately be withdrawn…his charade isn’t worth the expenditure of a single additional drop of American blood.
Ahmed “Clockboy” Mohamed, Muslim Presidents and The Islamic Invasion Of The West


A week ago GOP Presidential Candidate Dr. Ben Carson stated his opposition to the idea of a Muslim president, responding to a question posed by Chuck Todd on NBC’s Meet the Press:

“Do you believe that Islam is consistent with the Constitution?

No, I do not…I would not advocate that we put a Muslim in charge of this nation…”

This exchange of course enraged the leftist/multicultural elite which though claiming to be xenophilic, continues to hide in nearly all-white, gated communities where the only “people of color” are those who have just returned from three-week vacations on the beaches of Cannes.

While the Carson story continues to play out so too does the fable surrounding a Muslim high school student, Ahmed Mohamed, who caused more than a bit of commotion in Irving, Texas [a hotbed of Islamist activity] by bringing a suspicious looking “clock” encased in a briefcase secured by a cable to school, alleging - apparently without basis - that it was a required science project.

Mohamed’s teacher became alarmed after the device started beeping during class. Her sense of concern red-lined when, upon opening Mohamed’s briefcase, she saw what appeared to be the electronics of a home-made bomb, an IED.

Law enforcement was called; Mohamed was taken in for questioning and subsequently released. All of this took place amidst the Hallelujah Chorus alleging that the student’s brief apprehension was due to racism, Islamophobia and the evil nature of the West rather than as the direct result of the highly suspicious bomb-like-thing which he brought to class.

It didn’t take long…in rapid order, Mohamed was absolutely lionized by the crème de la crème of the American left, including President Obama who extended an invitation to the WH.

Let that register with you…

A kid can be arrested for even drawing a gun in school, but it seems that actually bringing what looks like a mass casualty weapon into class gets you an invite to the Oval Office?
Not to be topped, the jack boots who run the GooglePlex, invited Mohammed to a science fair as a VIP guest of honor. While we are on the topic of Google, a brief search on the topic of Ahmed Mohamed’s “Excellent Day at School,” produces nothing but the most sycophantic, anti-logic coverage of the event. One has to do a fair amount of work to produce search results which don't use the issue to excoriate the West.

Perish the thought that the Obama worshipers at Google would design the company’s algorithms to put a very hard left slant on search engine result?

As both of these stories percolate through the news cycle, the Muslim invasion of Europe continues [see, Hungarian Bishop Defies Francis, “It’s A Muslim Invasion ,” and Muslim Invasion Of Europe And America: An Act Of War ] unabated. Tens-of-thousands of military aged Muslim men are forcing themselves into the EU countries, where there is so much outrage being generated among the [rioting] native populace that the existence of the Union itself appears to be threatened…carried on the back of its suicidal policy to erase Europe’s borders, codified through the 1985 Schengen Agreement.

Over the last two decades - a good marker being August1996 when bin-Laden issued his first fatwa declaring war against the United States - Americans have had more than sufficient opportunity to observe how the Ummah comports itself, and the picture bleak.

Aside from the non-stop [and increasing] brutality of ISIS, HAMAS, Boko Haram, Hezbollah etc., and hundreds of similarly aligned Islamic terrorist organizations, the unprecedented spectacle of a strident jihadist migrant army from the Middle East attempting to overwhelm Europe the American consciousness must now factor in the Ahmed “Clockboy” phenomenon.

So the portrait being developed is all encompassing; we go from globalized religious warfare, on a grand scale within the Third World, to the more focused human wave jihadist attack now underway across Europe to what appears to be a very carefully planned “civilization jihad” by a Muslim American youth whose news conference was orchestrated by the Council on American Islamic Relations, CAIR, a group which the federal government has said is associated with HAMAS.

“The Government has produced ample evidence to establish the associations of CAIR, ISNA and NAIT with HLF, the Islamic Association for Palestine (“IAP”), and with Hamas…."

It’s easy to understand how the electorate views all of this as proof of what the late Harvard historian Samuel Huntington called, The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order.

The question really resolves down to the idea of secularity…to Westerners, freedom and liberty are treasured in their own right while fundamentalist Islam holds that liberty really
means being “free” of all impediments, such as pesky representative governments, so that one may “accept” Islam.

Islam 101: Observant - literalist - Muslims are guided by the Shari’a, Islam’s sacralized legal corpus, which elevates mosque over state. Inherent in the Shari’a is the principle that “God’s religion” be made supreme and therefore Muslims are legally compelled by its religious codes [da’wa - proselytization - being figuratively the 6th “Pillar of Islam”] to work towards establishing dominion of the faith over all other cultures and belief systems.

Strictly speaking, the term “secular” Muslim is oxymoronic in the extreme because the Shari’a dictates that all things must fall under the purview of Allah. So profound are the dictates of Islamic law that in Al-Masri’s “Reliance of the Traveller” [one of the most respected compendiums of the Shari’a within the Muslim jurisprudence] Muslim men are for example even instructed on how to properly urinate - please refer to pg. 76-77…”when finished urinating, for men to squeeze the penis with the left hand from base to head…”

Question, but doesn’t refusing to vote for a Muslim presidential candidate run afoul of Article VI of the U.S. Constitution which prohibits a governmentally imposed religious test on candidates for office?

Only to the mindless subset of the population that actually believes the tripe which the New York Times publishes daily.

In fact, the proposition made by Dr. Carson is a personal one, a matter of informed judgment and therefore is not in conflict with Article VI, unless one ascribes to the institutional trend towards prosecuting “thought crime.”

Potential subsumation of the U.S. Constitution by the Shari’a is of course a consideration in thinking about the effect of a Muslim chief executive, but it goes farther than that. It extends to questions such as how would this stripe of CIC make policy decisions such as how many of the his co-religionist “refugees” would be allowed to enter into the U.S.

Note: Despite continued assurances by the Department of State that “refugees” are fully vetted to prevent an inflow of terrorists, that is an impossible proposition. It’s worth noting that State has no vetting program...none. If one doubts this assertion we suggest one evaluate the “vetting” process which underwrites State’s forced resettlement, in primarily white middle-class communities [absent consent] of Islamists from Africa. Add to this the fact that, apparently beyond the comprehension of Obama’s minions, terrorists lie by definition.

Even if there was a rudimentary screening procedure [again, there isn’t we have been asking the State Department for this information for over 10 years, to no avail] does it
seem reasonable that those with a terrorist mindset would reveal themselves during an interview?

As Michael Savage famously opined a decade ago the refrain of surly potential newcomers is well established…”Me immigrant, you racist, call ACLU.”

But we really don’t have to speculate that much regarding what kind of impact an Islamic presidency would bring to American politics and governance…we effectively have a one as president now…how’s that going?

Constant groveling apologies in repentance for America’s litany of alleged sins committed against the Ummah; members of the Muslim Brotherhood being made trusted national security advisors; refusal to engage, or for that matter even name the enemy; a pro-Muslim legal immigration/visa policy while actively refusing entrée to genuinely aggrieved Christians despite their being fed, on an hourly basis, into a meat grinder every bit as nasty as were Diocletian’s lions.

The takeaway here being that in the matter of opposing the idea of a Muslim president, the great majority of the American electorate is in full agreement with Mr. Carson, since the dangers associated with potential jihadism by the most powerful man on earth are obvious.
2014-2015: ISIS QUICKLY GAINING GROUND IN SYRIA AND IRAQ, OBAMA COOKING BOOKS

September 15, 2015 – San Francisco, CA – PipelineNews.org – Since its founding during the “surge” in 2007, the DC based think tank Institute for the Study of War [ISW] has provided invaluable information regarding the shifting conflicts in Iraq, Syria and other ME hotspots.

Of special concern to ISW is the rapid spread of ISIS from its meager beginnings, picking up the shards of what remained of al-Qaeda in Iraq which now, due to the lack of action by President Obama, has metastasized into a full-blown Islamic caliphate which has cast a very long shadow across the Middle East.

According to the Intel Center, ISIS’ affiliate organizations - those which have sworn allegiance to it – have established a presence in nearly a dozen countries - Afghanistan, Algeria, Egypt, India, Lebanon, Libya, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Sudan and Tunisia.

This is a remarkable accomplishment for a group which has only been in existence a little over a year, one due in large part to a lack of action by an administration which in the face of contradictory evidence, continues to claim that ISIS is being defeated.

These ISW prepared maps depict the growth of ISIS strongholds over the last 10 months, from December 2014 to August 2015.

Despite the mass of data which suggests that ISIS’ influence continues to expand at an alarming rate, The DOD continues to report the imminent demise of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi’s blood-soaked band of butchers.

So badly has intelligence regarding the conflict been manipulated that defense analysts are in revolt, charging high ranking administration officials with outright falsification of its situation reports in order to provide the CIC with “happy talk” public statements regarding the worsening conflict.
“It’s being called a ‘revolt’ by intelligence pros who are…seeing their reports turned into happy talk. More than 50 intelligence analysts working out of the U.S. military’s Central Command have formally complained that their reports on ISIS and al Qaeda’s branch in Syria were being inappropriately altered by senior officials, The Daily Beast has learned…Two senior analysts at CENTCOM signed a written complaint sent to the Defense Department inspector general in July alleging that the reports, some of which were briefed to President Obama, portrayed the terror groups as weaker than the analysts believe they are. The reports were changed by CENTCOM higher-ups to adhere to the administration’s public line that the U.S. is winning the battle against ISIS and al Nusra, al Qaeda’s branch in Syria, the analysts claim.” [source, 50 Spies Say ISIS Intelligence Was Cooked , Daily Beast]

Putting on a brave face during wartime is hardly new, but the lies coming out of the Oval Office are on the level with the claims made by Baghdad Bob during Operation Iraqi Freedom.

For example, nearly a year ago, when ISIS was in its infancy the President’s spokesman Josh Earnest after efforts to bob and weave were proving unsuccessful stated, “And yes, we are succeeding in this effort.”

Surrounded by his Praetorian Guard, Obama has been able to escape the consequences of his Middle East strategy. Thus, from his opening apologia, the “Cairo speech,” through the disastrous “Arab Spring” and now with ISIS actively engaged in infiltrating Europe and most likely the United States, Team O has been given a pass.

This state of affairs of course can’t persist forever and once the true dimensions of Barack Obama and his military’s malfeasance in dealing with the existential threat posed by ISIS becomes more widely known even this media will gladly turn its back on its anointed prophet in order to save what’s left of its reputation.
GERMANY BREAKS EURO SPELL: MASSIVE REJECTION OF MUSLIM INVADERS TAKING PLACE

September 14, 2015 – San Francisco, CA – PipeLineNews.org – It didn’t take Europe much time to start breaking apart the myth that multiculturalism is anything but a suicidal ideology.

As we noted yesterday, Germany Blocks Muslim Invasion, Deploys Troops At Border, 24 hours ago Germany became the first major power to impose border controls, staging security personnel and armed military at check points. A single day passes and now it seems like the rest of Europe is hastily running away from the prospect of accepting what the media calls “refugees” but which are in reality Muslim invaders from Syria and Iraq intent on conquest.

Joining Germany now is Austria, France, Italy, Greece, Sweden, Poland and the Netherlands in hastily constructing some form of border control and/or detention centers.

Of course the MSM has its panties in a bunch of historic proportions, offering dire warnings, name calling and leveling accusations cautioning against the possibility of sanity breaking out across the Continent.

The legacy media, the media ancien in truth, seems particularly ired that its normal propaganda techniques no longer seem to have the effect they did in the past. The reason for this is really quite simple; the electorates of the various countries involved are seeing, up close and personal, mobs of nasty, combative Muslims of military age descending on their countries like the locust storms of Biblical antiquity, intent upon simply subsuming the native populations.

Feel-goodism is fine...in theory...these people are finding out, but in reality it often proves to be deadly and fraught with negative implications for future generations.

Some of the headlines:

- Europe pulls up the drawbridge to refugees as German border closure sparks domino effect
- EU 'Radical' Refugee Detention Program In Italy, Greece Supported By European Leaders
- Migrant Crisis and Refugee Quotas Divide E.U. Ministers
- Hey Europe: Call Them Refugees (Not Migrants)!
- Syrian refugees' window for a storybook ending in Europe may be closing
Storybook ending?

Really?

Well, yeah…sure…assuming the book you are reading is the Qur’an.
HUNGARIAN BISHOP DEFIES FRANCIS, “IT’S A MUSLIM INVASION”

- On Monday, Hungarian Bishop Laszlo Kiss-Rigo, in what is being widely viewed as “an extraordinary rebuff,” challenged Pope Francis’ decision that it’s the moral duty of Catholics to “absorb” the horde of Muslims who are descending on Europe.

"'They're not refugees. This is an invasion,’ said Kiss-Rigo. ‘They come here with cries of 'Allahu Akbar.' They want to take over. Europe is being overwhelmed by non-believers posing as refugees who pose a serious threat to the continent's "Christian, universal values," he said.

The bishop is not alone in his doubts and fears on the wave of Arabic-speaking foreigners crossing into European borders. Hungary's Prime Minister Viktor Orban also sees the flow of migrants as a threat to predominantly Christian Europe. [source, Andre Mitchell, Pope Francis is wrong in appealing for aid to sea of refugees; this is actually a Muslim invasion of Europe, says Hungarian bishop, Christian Today]

What the MSM refuses to tell its audience is that these aren't just helpless people leaving a war torn area. 75% of the “refugees” are young men of military age, they are entering Europe as conquerors, shouting “Fuck you, Allahu Akbar” and are extremely combative.

What they are fleeing are the repercussions of their own beliefs and actions.

Driven by the hateful ideology of the Islamic Shari’a, most Muslim countries are festering hell-holes and now, in a massive display of hubris, expect Europe and the West to take them in, knowing that down the road they will try to ruin their new host countries in the same way they destroyed their homelands.

We absolutely know that ISIS is using this crisis to infiltrate its mujahideen into the West to wage jihad and the Pope is either seriously misinformed or as we determined a long time ago, he is a Marxist intent upon destroying traditional Christianity.

There is no middle ground, we are involved in a religious war with Islam whether we like it or not.
MUSLIM INVASION OF EUROPE AND AMERICA: AN ACT OF WAR

September 11, 2015 – San Francisco, CA –PipeLineNews.org – On February 18 of this year the UK Daily Mail carried a piece which looms as being critically important in understanding the Exodus from Syria and Iraq [through a very compliant and willing Turkey] of the hordes of unwanted Muslim “refugees” which have descended on Europe like a plague of locusts.

Pull quotes from the article:

“Italian press today published claims that ISIS has threatened to release the huge wave of migrants to cause chaos in Europe if they are attacked. Letters from jihadists show plans to hide terrorists among refugees. In 2011, Muammar Gaddafi ominously predicted war would come to Libya He was deposed in a violent coup and killed in October of the same year.” [source, Hannah Roberts, ISIS Threatens To Send 500,000 Refugee Psychological Weapons To Europe, UK Daily Mail]

As we have written over the last week we consider the “refugee” phenomenon to be an invasion and therefore an act of war.

“Into this mix we now throw hundreds of thousands of almost genetic anti-Semites, the Middle East’s Muslim lumpenproletariat fleeing the consequences of its own Islamic ideology of hatred and conquest.” [see, Springtime For Hitler, Jihadists And Germany]

And:

“Reality is now trumping fiction with the spectacle of hundreds-of-thousands of Middle East Muslims [mainly of Syrian or Iraqi extraction, though it’s reported that Turks too are involved] are attempting to – in many places successfully - invading Europe en-masse in piteous human waves. News coverage of the event are intentionally downplaying the cataclysmic prospect of Europe and eventually the United States being subsumed by unarmed Muslim hordes whose jihad consists of crossing territorial boundaries intent upon colonizing their newly squatted-on homelands.” [see, Western Civilization Threatened By Muslim Invasion]

In this case the enemy isn’t a particular group or country, though ISIS is undoubtedly deeply involved, no, this spectacle can be traced to Islam itself as it demonstrates why it needs to be understood, as a whole, as an ideology of conquest inside a quasi-religious façade.
To be clear, absent jihad, Islam would not exist [the same could be said for the relationship between Islam and slavery] - although it’s the most fundamental aspect of the ideology. Clearly the Western governments don’t want to confront the problem upon such an understanding. Instead they make silly pronouncements welcoming the jihadists into civilized societies whereupon the “refugees.”

Once settled in [and qualified for the social benefit/dole] the newcomers will start the inexorable process of subversion. Soon these hosting countries will be branded Islamophobic, social tensions will rise dramatically, Jews will become even less secure, ghettoized Muslim no-go zone will spring up as will Shari’a courts and eventually the native populations will be severely challenged to keep their electoral majorities and ultimately, their democracies…not that they really deserve them any longer.
SPRINGTIME FOR HITLER, JIHADISTS AND GERMANY

September 9, 2015 – San Francisco, CA – PipeLineNews.org – Though the invasion of Europe by Muslims fleeing the ME continues unabated there is little in the way of skeptical curiosity about the phenomenon on the part of the legacy media.

What coverage there is typically identifies the squatters-to-be in an idealized manner, poor, nearly angelic wretches displaced by an ugly war for which the U.S. is to blame because it destabilized Iraq.

On universal display is the type of judgmentalism always seen when the topic involves the destabilization of the West.

To the media, the rights of those living in the civilized world, yes the societies largely comprised of citizens, historically of European extraction and thus irredeemably Caucasian are always trumped by the rights of Third World types.

As they view it, the government scribes and talking heads have no problem with welcoming [as long as it isn’t in their own little gated and cloistered community] the very people who have turned their respective countries into bleeding shit holes and now want to escape the Bedlam.

These journos see no reason why that process shouldn’t continue in their shiny new European homes.

One typical bit of AP doggerel on the matter is instructive:

“Szabo, like many in this socially conservative land of 10 million, says he doesn't understand why they've come.'If they couldn't solve their problems back where they live, why do they think they're going to be able to solve them here?’” Szabo said.

**Such lack of sympathy is a striking feature of the massive march this summer from Turkey through southeastern Europe.** Many of the trekkers interviewed by The Associated Press say their worst experiences have come in Hungary, where farmers hiss at them in disapproval and the government leaves their care mostly up to unpaid volunteers.” [source, Shawn Pogatchnik and Alexander Kuli, Migrants finding little sympathy in Hungary for their plight , Hastings Tribune]

Though given the equivalent of a swift kick in the ass by the Hungarian “rubes,” [official] Germany is welcoming the Islamic conquistadors with the type of affection one might see expressed for a long lost sibling or parent.
“Germany’s leader is determined to fundamentally change Europe’s most ordered, advanced and democratic population by adopting millions of Muslims from the chaotic, undemocratic Middle East.” [see, Neal Munro, German Chancellor Says Migrants Should Fundamentally Transform Germany, Breitbart]

Of course in the Muslim influx Chancellor Merkel sees future socialist voters - tied to free and totally unearned social benefits - as well as a labor block which will serve as a damping force on wages, much the way both the Democrat and Republican parties view the Hispanic deluge, but is that all?

Unfortunately for the people who live in what Rush calls RealVille, Germany has a history, much of it inglorious.

Seventy-six years ago this month Germany, Nazi Germany to be exact, started World War II by invading Poland. When the conflagration was officially over about 80M people had been killed and much of the developed world was in cinders.

Combined with its role in World War I, Germany rightfully carries an enormous moral burden which hopefully will never be expunged because the country seems to have learned nothing in the ensuing 3/4s of a century. The increasing presence of a belligerent German anti-Semitism accompanied by a re-kindling of neo-Nazism are now so pervasive that it has become commonplace.

As the New York Times sees it:

“Attacks on synagogues are an almost weekly occurrence, and openly anti-Semitic chants are commonplace on well-attended marches from London to Rome. And yet it is here, in Germany, where the rise in anti-Semitism is most historically painful.”

Into this mix we now throw hundreds of thousands of almost genetic anti-Semites, the Middle East’s Muslim lumpenproletariat fleeing the consequences of its own Islamic ideology of hatred and conquest.

The German government’s embrace of the swelling ranks of an unarmed jihadist army pouring out of Iraq and Syria shouldn’t be surprising. We feel that at some elemental level the German Gestalt is entirely comfortable with those who carry such a pivotal piece of Nazi ideology deep inside them.

When these newly minted Islamo-Germans start exercising their political rights they will find a populace that all too complacently will fall into line, perhaps imagining the frightful “glory days” when the earth shook at the mere mention of the Reich.
DUTCH AIR FORCE SERGEANT MAY HAVE JOINED ISIS IN SYRIA

By EMERSON VERMAAT

September 9, 2015 – San Francisco, CA – PipeLineNews.org – Many news sources are reporting that a 26-year-old Dutch Air Force sergeant may have joined the jihadists from the so-called “Islamic State in Syria and Iraq” (ISIS, ISIL or IS), the most ruthless and diabolical terror group in the region. His name has not been revealed so far, but he is probably a Dutch-Moroccan whose parents are living in Amsterdam. This officer was stationed at the Dutch airbase of Gilze-Rijen in the southern part of the country. Dutch F-16 fighter jets are currently bombing ISIS targets in Iraq, but Gilze-Rijen is primarily a helicopter base. A leading Dutch newspaper, De Telegraaf, recently reported that the individual in question had access to secret information and could therefore potentially betray the highly secret rules of engagement of the Dutch military mission in Mali, where four of the country’s Apache and three Chinook helicopters have been deployed.

Unfortunately Mali is a terror rich environment in which ISIS freely recruits.

Additionally, the newspaper claims that the former Air Force sergeant had enough high-level information that would allow him to betray the names and addresses of his former colleagues to ISIS. Though his access to secret information has finally been blocked and his bank account frozen, it’s quite clear that Dutch military intelligence (MIVD) and other air force personnel failed to act in time - “Nobody noticed that this sergeant was radicalizing,” De Telegraaf notes.

This was the first time that an active duty officer in the Netherlands deserted to a terror group in Syria. Two years ago Salih Yahya Galazi Yilmaz, a Dutch-Turkish ex-soldier, traveled to Syria to give military training to jihadists. Though he is now with ISIS, he was only placed on the terror watch list just a few days ago.

Dutch journalist Harald Doornbos discovered on August 31, 2015, that Yilmaz made a claim on twitter that ISIS was using chemical weapons:

“Where do you think IS got their chemical weapons from? From our enemies – and thus we use their own weapons against them.” It was last May that I warned in my Dutch book on ISIS that these fanatic worshippers of death and destruction would use chemical weapons and would also seek to make a dirty bomb. I quoted Erich Fromm’s
book “The Anatomy of Human Destructiveness.” Back in 1973, Fromm wrote: “They want to destroy everything and everybody, often even themselves; their enemy is life itself.”

Best estimates suggest that about 210 radicalized Dutch Muslims have traveled to Syria or Iraq to join ISIS or the Al-Nusra Front (ANF), the al-Qaeda branch in Syria. Some of them committed suicide attacks. One of these suicide bombers was Sultan Berzel, a Dutch-Turkish teenager from the southern city of Maastricht – a hotbed of drug-related crime and jihadism. Berzel or “Abu Abdullah Al-Hollandi,” blew himself up outside a police station in Baghdad in November 2014, killing eleven people.

Note to jihadis: Suicide bombers don’t go to paradise, instead they are remanded straight into the arms of Shaytan.

In France, about ten ex-soldiers, including former paratroopers and French Foreign Legionnaires, are believed to have joined ISIS. One of them reportedly is “an ex-member of France’s elite First Marine Infantry Parachute Regiment, considered one of Europe’s most experienced special forces units” – an individual of North African origin, by the way.

In Belgium there were two ex-soldiers who joined terror groups in Syria and the country’s mayors now fear that there will be violent clashes between young radicalized Muslims in Belgium and asylum seekers from Syria who escaped from the hell under the ISIS terror regime. These asylum seekers are seen “traitors” by ISIS followers in Belgium. Thus, we in Europe have imported the Islamic jihad, an indication of which lies in the number of attacks which have already been thwarted.

At least thirty arrests have been made in the United States and some of those apprehended have a military background. Their motives are identical, all of them wanted to join ISIS.

**German intelligence services deeply alarmed about 800,000 Muslim immigrants who are expected to apply for asylum in 2015**

On March 8, 2015, Christoph Gramm, the head of the German military intelligence service or “Militärischer Abschirmdienst,” warned that Muslim radicals planned to join the German army with the intent of receiving basic and advanced combat training. About twenty ex-soldiers from Germany already joined ISIS, he warned, adding that the Charlie Hebdo attackers had been very well trained – “in a military way,” that is.

The domestic Security Service or “Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz” (BfV) recently reported that there are nearly 45,000 extremist Muslims in Germany alone. Their number is growing fast and it is impossible to monitor all of them. By mid-January 2015, at least nine German jihadists committed suicide attacks in Syria or Iraq. At least two of them were German converts to Islam.
The German security and intelligence services and the Federal Crime Office or “Bundeskriminalamt” (BKA) are deeply alarmed about the 800,000 Muslims who are expected to apply for asylum in Germany this very year. The BKA reports annually about crime in Germany. According to the BKA’s most recent annual police crime statistics Turks, Rumanians, Bulgarians, Kosovo Albanians, Syrians, Eritreans, Afghans, Moroccans, Iraqis, Algerians and Somalis are overrepresented in crime statistics. In 2014, for example, 83,472 Turkish immigrants, 29,501 Syrians and 14,650 Kosovo Albanians or Kosovars were suspected of having been involved in crimes – staggering figures indeed.

It’s well known that in a number of German cities Muslim gangs are much better trained and armed than the local police and that quite a lot of native German citizens are too terrified to report these crimes to the police. Even local liberal politicians don’t dare to take decisive steps against organized crime, or the “multicultural underworld” as Dutch criminologist Frank Bovenkerk once described the phenomenon. These criminal gangs are involved in extortion, human trafficking, prostitution, drugs and brutal killings. Some successful German public prosecutors, Egbert Bülles, for example, have even received death threats from these deadly serious gangsters.

Germany’s “foreign-born population is the largest in Europe,” Tamar Jacoby writes in the March/April 2011 issue of Foreign Affairs – in an interesting review of Thilo Sarrazin’s alarming book “Deutschland schafft sich ab – Wie wir unser Land aufs Spiel setzen” (“Germany Does Away with Itself – How We Are Gambling Away Our Country”). Dr. Sarrazin is not a neo-Nazi, but a respected Social-Democrat who was on the executive board of the German Federal Bank. “Twenty percent of residents were either born abroad or have what the Germans call a ‘migration background,’ meaning that they are the children of immigrants,” Tamar Jacoby writes in her review. Too many first and second generation Muslim immigrants in Germany failed to integrate successfully. “In 2009, just nine percent of young people with Turkish backgrounds passed the high school exit test required to attend university’, compared to 19 percent of Germans,” Tamar Jacoby writes.

In a later book, “Der neue Tugendterror” (a well documented critique of political correctness and multiculturalism), Thilo Sarrazin writes that Islamic culture does not contribute to the enrichment of Germany and Europe. Islamic inspired anti-Semitism and honor crimes, for example, are causing very serious problems in Germany, Sweden (Malmö!) and other European countries.

Things are going to get much worse when 800,000 additional immigrants from Africa and the Islamic world will have applied for asylum by the end of this year. German society simply cannot cope with such a huge influx. Included among those who apply for asylum are jihadist Muslims, war criminals, anti-Semites and many Egyptians, Iraqis and Lebanese who falsely claim to be Syrians.
Attacks by neo-Nazis on asylum centers and asylum seekers must be strongly condemned, of course – the reason I personally favor banning the NPD, the most important neo-Nazi party in Germany. Additionally, the German Security Service also reported that neo-Nazis participated in anti-Semitic, pro-Palestinian demonstrations - in Dortmund in the summer of 2014, for example, making Dortmund a city in which the police can no longer enforce the law.

In Spain a Salafist terror cell was planning attacks in cooperation with some domestic neo-Nazis. Fortunately the plot – which included recruiting for ISIS and attacks against Jews - was recently broken up by security forces.

Nausicaa Marbe, a well informed columnist for the Dutch newspaper De Telegraaf, warned on September 4, 2015, that Germany’s policy of “Willkommen” (its policy welcoming too many refugees from non-Western countries) is in practice, “riskante barmhartigheid” or “risky charitableness.”

“The flawless integration of one million new Muslims in Germany, where experts and school teachers are raising the alarm about the existence of a parallel society and a parallel justice system, both based on the Koran, is not self-evident.”

When Chancellor Angela Merkel and other German politicians are publicly saying that Germany is “an immigrant country” and that as a strong nation it is able to cope with the current migration crisis, they are in fact sending invitations to millions of Syrians, Iraqis, Iranians, Libyians, Eritreans, Somalis, Nigerians, Afghans and Bangladeshis to select Germany as their final destination.

Well intended but silly remarks such as these constitute a pull factor, inciting unprecedented masses of people to move to Germany, Sweden, Holland or Belgium. Criminal migrant traffickers in the Middle East, Africa and Asia are apt to point out to their many victims that life in Germany is “a real paradise” and that German politicians and society are welcoming them. These criminals earn millions of dollars each day. They say: “Don’t be silly to apply for asylum in Hungary or Poland.” All this is a direct violation of the Dublin regulations, of course. The Germans even lamely announced that these regulations no longer apply. In this usage, “Dublin” means that asylum seekers have to apply for asylum in the country of first arrival.

Poland, Hungary and even Turkey are considered safe destinations and although Denmark is also considered an option, many of these asylum seekers prefer Sweden.

Peter Tettero is an experienced journalist who covered many wars for Dutch TV. I also met him on several occasions in the former Yugoslavia when I was covering the Balkan wars for another TV station. Tettero rightly points out that kids are drowning at sea because European leaders invite their parents to take all these risks and cross the sea. “The emotions are no doubt sincere, but the reactions are irresponsible.”
I am not at all a friend of Hungary’s Prime Minister Viktor Orban, but his decision to build a fence with a view to protecting his small country against the massive influx of migrants from the Balkan countries, the Middle East, Iran and Afghanistan/Pakistan is right. In doing so, Orban is giving a long overdue signal to the powerful criminal migrant trafficking mafias. This, in his view, is a matter of national security.

These barriers are not against international law. In his study “The Refugee in International Law” Guy S. Goodwin-Gill, formerly Professor of Asylum Law at the University of Amsterdam, points out: “Nevertheless, it must be admitted that the prospect of a massive influx of refugees and asylum seekers exposes the limits of the State’s obligation otherwise not to return or refuse admission to refugees.”

The Qatar based television network Al-Jazeera is often quick to criticize other country’s asylum policies. But you don’t hear these hypocrites protesting against Qatar and the Gulf States because of the fact that these extremely rich Arab countries simply refuse to allow any refugees from Syria and Iraq, fellow Arabs in the region, mind you.

*Emerson Vermaat, M.A. (international law), is an investigative reporter in the Netherlands specialized in crime, anti-Semitism and terrorism. His latest book is a 272-page study ISIS.* Website: www.emersonvermaat.com.
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WESTERN CIVILIZATION THREATENED BY MUSLIM INVASION

September 8, 2015 – San Francisco, CA – PipeLineNews.org – Ten years ago Tony Blankley, a [brilliant] policy wonk for President Reagan and press spokesman for then Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich, wrote a book based upon what seemed at the time to be an improbable set of propositions, the sum of which ended in the Islamization of the West.

Briefly, Blankley’s hook for the work was that Muslims [first in the UK but quickly then across Europe] became incensed over artwork featuring nudity or sexual content, demanded its removal. The public protests which ensued quickly turned bellicose, stoked by Muslim leaders who sensing their power, demanded greater and greater cultural concessions be made to the point where the movement even crossed the Atlantic where an enterprising presidential candidate seized upon the idea of “Shari’a for America.”

The rest is predictable…

But it appears that in this case, the past is indeed prologue.

Reality is now trumping fiction with the spectacle of hundreds-of-thousands of Middle East Muslims [mainly of Syrian or Iraqi extraction, though it’s reported that Turks too are involved] are attempting to – in many places successfully - invading Europe en-masse in piteous human waves.

News coverage of the event are intentionally downplaying the cataclysmic prospect of Europe and eventually the United States being subsumed by unarmed Muslim hordes whose jihad consists of crossing territorial boundaries intent upon colonizing their newly squatted-on homelands.

What makes this such a frightening development is due to a confluence of events which has been slowly taking place across Western Civilization for more than a hundred years.

The dimensions of the crisis and the opportunity it presents is easily grasped by the informed Islamist mind.

Such a perceptive individual would see a culture in total disarray:

Christianity dead, Judaism dying, houses of worship empty and a Marxist bred nihilism on the march.
The inability of native Europeans to reproduce in sufficient numbers as to maintain their populations while Muslim immigrants are busy producing huge families, many of which immediately go on public assistance, with an eye towards electoral majorities.

Non-assimilation’s usefulness as a weapon in a demographic assault.

The unwillingness of Europe’s leaders to stop the process fearing the [recently very powerful] epithet of being called racists, bigots…Islamophobic.

The powerful jihadist infrastructure which the West has foolishly allowed to take root in the form of Muslim Brotherhood front organizations.

All of these conditions and dozens of others are sapping the will of the West to resist the process. Unsurprisingly given the lack of resolve on display, the hordes show no signs of abating while governments refuse to acknowledge the process calling it merely a “human crisis” requiring the accommodation of these newly landed “immigrants.”

Watching this play out produces a sense of helplessness as the appointed guardians of the West refuse to fight to defend the only culture the world has produced which has benefitted mankind so greatly.

Perhaps the “ultra-right wing” parties and individuals, whom the media excoriates, will also take to the streets making their own presence known in ways which will threaten the governments more than the fear of being called bigots.

Barring that, Europe is witness to its own inexorable, slo-mo suicide while the rest of the West parties on, apparently oblivious to the threat which Tony Blankley so presciently hypothesized 10 years ago.

Somewhere, Charles Martel is weeping softly…
U.S. CONDUCTS HUGE LIVE FIRE DRILL IN SOUTH KOREA WHILE IGNORING ISIS

September 8, 2015 – San Francisco, CA – PipeLineNews.org – The U.S. and South Korea have just completed the largest live fire self-defense drill in history of the relationship between the two allies.

The scenario involved repelling a simulated attack by North Korea by combined U.S./S. Korean armed forces.

This is the level of firepower and lethality which the U.S. can still deliver, even in its current state of malignant neglect.

We suggest that the White House cease with the 4th of July demonstrations and consider running a few genuine live fire strategic exercises against ISIS post haste.
THE TRUTH ABOUT JIHAD: ISLAM WAS SPREAD BY THE SWORD

September 1, 2015 – San Francisco, CA – PipeLineNews.org – In a timely piece published by FrontPage Magazine, How The Islamic World Was Forged: An Exercise In Common Sense and written by Raymond Ibrahim [Shillman Fellow at the David Horowitz Freedom Center], the author strips away much of the [academically inspired] Western apologetics regarding the nature of Islamic jihad.

In the space of barely 1,000 words, Ibrahim demonstrates that the explosion of the Muslim religion during the 7th and 8th centuries wasn’t due to its intrinsic appeal but rather that it was spread forcibly by the sword in a series of bloody campaigns of jihad.

“What made non-Muslims convert to Islam, leading to the creation of the Islamic world? Early historical sources - both Muslim and non-Muslim - make clear that the Islamic empire was forged by the sword; that people embraced Islam… converting in order to evade the dooms of being on the ‘losing team.’”

Noting the ahistorical nature of modern American society, rather than relying on the ancient texts and contemporaneous accounts of the time the author presents what he calls a common sense approach to understanding the rapid spread of Islam.

If one is able to grasp the centrality of religion in all aspects of life during these times the reason behind the Muslim ascendance quickly becomes clear.

“In the 7th century, when Muslim Arabs overran Egypt, and on into the medieval era, religion was not something to be casually adhered to or changed as it is today in the West. People of that era were true believers; there was no alternative narrative…In Medieval Europe, the truths of Christianity were etched into the minds of all, from youth on up. There was no doubt—because there was no alternative. As historian of Medieval Europe and the Crusades Thomas Madden puts it, ‘[T]he medieval world was not the modern world. For medieval people, religion was not something one just did at church. It was their science, their philosophy, their politics, their identity, and their hope for salvation. It was not a personal preference but an abiding and universal truth.’”

In this view - with religion as the core organizing principle during the age of Islamic expansion - the idea that one would in an uncoerced manner, casually convert from Christianity to Islam becomes absurd; to do so would be to jettison one’s entire world view and justification for living, not to mention forsaking the promise of a pleasant afterlife.

Thus understanding the phenomenon of the unparalleled rise of Islam during the 7th and 8th centuries is uncomplicated and can be done with very little historical knowledge - sans understanding the place of religion in ancient societies, “The long and short of all this is
simple: Past and present, Islam has been a religion of coercion... The Islamic State and like organizations and Muslims around the world are not aberrations but continuations.”
OBAMA’S PRETEND WAR AGAINST ISIS [DAESH] CONTINUES: TRAINING BASES MYSTERIOUSLY SPARED

September 1, 2015 – San Francisco, CA – PipeLineNews.org – A disturbing report appearing in the Washington Free Beacon highlights the administration’s failure to meaningfully challenge ISIS. The campaign, such as it is, consists primarily of extremely limited air strikes made under rules of engagement which virtually guarantees defeat.

As has been noted by many observers, large concentrations of ISIS mujahideen, convoys especially have been spared from the full force of U.S. air power. Often times these targets aren’t engaged at all and now it appears that ISIS’ training infrastructure has similarly been spared.

*Please refer to video, provided by the Middle East Media Research Institute, which also supplied the English subtitles.*

But the Beacon’s revelations are doubly troubling, given the article’s author is Bill Gertz, the acknowledged dean of DC military reporters and one not generally noted for hyperbole:

“The Pentagon has not conducted airstrikes against an estimated 60 Islamic State (IS) training camps that are supplying thousands of fighters each month to the terror group, according to defense and intelligence officials. The camps are spread throughout Islamic State-controlled areas of Iraq and Syria and are off limits in the U.S.-led international bombing campaign because of concerns about collateral damage, said officials familiar with planning and execution of the yearlong bombing campaign.”

While estimates vary, there are probably at least 30,000 ISIS fighters, meaning that the training camps which Team Obama has left unscathed are capable of increasing current force strength by 50% in a single year assuming the president’s “hands off” policy remains in place.

This should be a sobering fact for anyone concerned about the long-term existential threat ISIS poses to Western society. It means that because of the DOD’s super surgical application of force, ISIS will continue to expand within Iraq and Syria as well as have the capacity to further metastasize into other regions.

During its first year of existence ISIS has managed to expand its base of operation from Syria and Iraq, to now include Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Egypt’s Sinai, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Algeria. [for further reference please see, Alessandria Masi, *Islamic State Timeline Shows How ISIS Expanded In One Year From Two Countries To Ten*, International Business Times]
As one can see by looking at DOD’s tactical strike assessment reports, the conditions under which an attack will be permitted are so constrained and limited that single artillery positions are being hit while genuinely important targets are ignored.

The long-term effect of such a policy will be disastrous.

Barring a sea-change in WH thinking, ISIS will continue to explode across the Middle East landscape virtually unchecked, while at the same time U.S. pilots are risking their lives on idiotic missions.

Regardless of all precautions being taken [and we are by no means assured that there are sufficient resources in place to deal with shoot-downs] it’s inevitable that eventually U.S. flyers will be taken prisoner by ISIS and left to their tender mercies.

This president is genetically incapable of handling such a crisis.